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may have been, it illustrates the challenge to civilian democ-
racy thrown down by the affair. That the mingled forces which
rallied to the defence of Dreyfus eventually directed their con-
centrated vengeance against the Church more than the Army
was largely the responsibility of the Church itself. It rallied
quite unnecessarily to fanatical defence of the Army and of the
anti-Semites. The Archbishop of Paris became the patron of
the 'Labarum League' of anti-semitic officers, while the Arch-
bishop of Toulouse denounced 'the deadly campaign which is
being waged against our military leaders'. The leading
Catholic Dreyfusard organization—Le Comite Catholique pour la
Defense du Droit—was a fiasco, and the Jesuits mobilized against
the Jews.
The social forces which rallied to the defence of Dreyfus and
of civilian democracy are significant: they reveal the nature of
the fundamental social cleavage which the incidents of the
affair exposed. In addition to leading Radicals like Clemenceau
and Socialists like Jaures; and in addition to prominent literary
figures like Zola and Anatole France; the main classes from
which the Dreyfusards drew their support were the teaching
profession and the universities, already deeply imbued with the
anti-clerical spirit of the £cole normals, the lower middle-classes,
similarly anti-clerical and anti-militarist in outlook, and the
industrial workers of the larger towns, whose Socialistic brand
of Republicanism was aroused by the affair. To the negative
emotions of anti-clericalism and anti-militarism was added the
moral faith, so vital to modern French democracy, that no
social order could endure unless it was based on justice to the
individual and respect for human personality regardless of
race or creed. When the forces of the older aristocracy, the
service leaders and clericals, the authoritarians and the higher
fonctionnaires, found themselves opposing this faith as well as
defending clericalism and militarism, they were doomed. Yet
the clash of forces, the clash of revolutionary and counter-
revolutionary forces, was not resolved without prolonged
political and parliamentary crisis, involving moments of real
danger to the Republic itself.
In addition to several riots and plots in the earlier stages,

